
HEAVY-DUTY formulation removes ground-in grime, soap scum, body oils and mildew. 
Technology provides for incredible cleaning power on both sides of the pH scale, simplifying 
the process of cleaning tile & grout on floors and walls in restrooms, showers, kitchens and 
wherever grout and tile require heavy-duty cleaning power. Ideal for ceramic, quarry, brick 
pavers, slate and granite. Non-fuming, easy-to-use formula. Concentrated cleaning power. 
Product also contains malodor counteractant formulated to tackle tough restroom odors.
    

 Packaging: 4x1 Gal. Containers        
 Dilution:  Heavy Soil - 19 oz. per gal. (1:7)
  Light Soil - 4 oz. per gal. (1:32)

Scan for product MSDS info
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Inorganic mineral 
acid formula

WAXIE’s exclusive 
proprietary surfactant 
package for maximum 
cleaning effectiveness

Colorless solution

Concentrated 
1:7 – 1:32 dilution 
(BEST IN CLASS)

Malodor counteractant 
package with wild berry 
fragrance

Low foam

Meets ASTM D2047 
method for slip resistance

Acid breaks down water scale, soap scum, 
soils and body fluids while “lifting” it out 
of grout.

Safe for use on all grouted tile floors as 
maximum power with inhibitors to prohibit 
lime breakdown in grout.
 

Contains no dye to affect grout.

Can be used for periodic heavy cleaning or 
more frequent maintenance.

Tackles tough odors, while providing a 
pleasant clean-room fragrance.

Can be easily recovered with vacuum 
recovery systems.

Provides a safe, slip-resistant surface.

Safer effectively formula that tackles all 
types of soils.

Blasts through soil buildup and eliminates 
the dangers of using other harsh products, 
and wasting time
 

Will not stain grout or carpet if it comes in 
contact with it.

Versatile product- Can be used to deep 
clean or maintain grouted tile floors

Eliminates the odor at the source, leaving 
the room smelling fresh and clean

No special equipment needed.

Helps to reduce the potential for
slips and falls.
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